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Preface

This new researchproject at IIASA is concernedwith modeling technologicaland organi-
sationalchange;the broadereconomicdevelopmentsthat areassociatedwith technological
change,both as causeand effect; the processesby which economicagents- first of all,
businessfirms - acquireanddevelopthecapabilitiesto generate,imitate and adopttechno-
logical and organisationalinnovations;and the aggregatedynamics- at the levelsof single
industriesand whole economies- engenderedby the interactionsamongagentswhich are
heterogeneousin their innovativeabilities, behaviouralrulesandexpectations.Thecentral
purposeis to developstrongertheory and bettermodelingtechniques.However,the basic
philosophy is that such theoreticaland modeling work is most fruitful when attentionis
paid to the known empirical detailsof the phenomenathe work aimsto address:therefore,
a considerableeffort is put into a better understandingof the 'stylized facts' concerning
corporateorganisationroutinesand strategy;industrial evolution and the 'demography'
of firms; patternsof macroeconomicgrowth and trade.

From a modelingperspective,over the lastdecadeconsiderableprogresshasbeenmade
on various techniquesof dynamic modeling. Someof this work has employedordinary
differential and difference equations,and someof it stochasticequations. A number of
efforts have taken advantageof the growing power of simulation techniques.Othershave
employedmore traditional mathematics.As a result of this theoreticalwork, the toolkit
for modeling technologicaland economicdynamics is significantly richer than it was a
decadeago.

During the sameperiod, therehave beenmajor advancesin the empirical understand-
ing. There are now many more detailed technologicalhistoriesavailable. Much more is
known about the similarities and differencersof technical advancein different fields and
industriesand thereis someunderstandingof the key variablesthat lie behind thosediffer-
ences.A numberof studieshave provided rich information about how industry structure
co-evolveswith technology. In addition to empirical work at the technologyor sectorlevel,
the last decadehas also seen a great deal of empirical researchon productivity growth
and measuredtechnical advanceat the level of whole economies. A considerablebody
of empirical researchnow existson the facts that seemassociatedwith different ratesof
productivity growth acrossthe rangeof nations, with the dynamicsof convergenceand
divergencein the levels and rates of growth of income in different countries, with the
diversenational institutional arrangementsin which technologicalchangeis embedded.

As a resultof this recentempirical work, thequestionsthatsuccessfultheoryand useful
modeling techniquesought to addressnow aremuch moreclearly defined. The theoretical
work describedaboveoften has been undertakenin appreciationof certain stylized facts
that neededto be explained. The list of these'facts' is indeedvery long, rangingfrom the
microeconomicevidenceconcerningfor exampledynamic increasingreturns in learning
activities or the persistenceof particularsetsof problem-solvingroutineswithin business
firms; the industry-level evidenceon entry, exit and size-distributions - approximately
log-normal; all the way to the evidence regarding the time-series propertiesof major
economic aggregates. However, the connection between the theoretical work and the
empirical phenomenahas so far not been very close. The philosophy of this project is
that the chancesof developingpowerful new theory and useful new analytical techniques
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can be greatly enhancedby performing the work in an environmentwhere scholarswho
understandthe empirical phenomenaprovide questionsand challengesfor the theorists
and their work.

In particular, the project is meantto pursuean 'evolutionary'interpretationof tech-
nological and economicdynamicsmodeling, first, the processesby which individ ual agents
and organisationslearn, search,adapt; second, the economic analoguesof 'natural se-
lection' by which interactiveenvironments- often markets- winnow out a population
whosemembershavedifferent attributesand behaviouraltraits; and, third, the collective
emergenceof statisticalpatterns,regularitiesand higher-levelstructuresas the aggregate
outcomesof the two former processes.

Togetherwith a group of researcherslocated permanentlyat IIASA, the project co-
ordinatesmultiple researchefforts undertakenin several institutions around the world,
organisesworkshopsand providesa venueof scientific discussionamongscholarsworking
on evolutionarymodeling,computersimulation and non-lineardynamicalsystems.

The researchwill focus upon the following threemajor areas:
1. Learning Processesand OrganisationalCompetence.2. Technologicaland Indus-

trial Dynamics3. Innovation, Competitionand Macrodynamics
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ABSTRACT. Thereis given a marketfor severalperishablegoods,supplied
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Relying upon quite weak and natural assumptionswe prove new convergence
results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consideran isolatedmarketwith a fixed productionlag of severalcommoditieswhich
cannotbe stored. The marketclears in eachand every time period t = 0,1, ....That
is, when properly defined,supply S alwaysequalsdemandD. Formally, the equation
system

(1)
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PRICE EXPECTATIONS, COBWEBS, AND STABILITY 2

holds for all t. HereS(·,'), D(·,·) denotesupplyand demand"curves" in RN
, N being

the numberof goods at hand. x t E RN standsfor the price vector that producers
recently believedwould comeabout at time t, whereas

(2)

equalsthe realized versionwhich thenensuresmarketclearing. The input e, featur-
ing in (1) and (2), is stochasticwith a fixed distribution. Most important: e is still
unknown at the time when all production decisionsunderlying S( x t , e) are made,
and unveiledonly just before the marketopensat time t. (In technical terms, x t is
measurablewith respectto the sigma-fieldgeneratedby ｾ ｯ Ｌ ... ,e-1

.) For interpreta-
tion one may envisagea regional market for agricultural goods, letting x t be price
expectationsheld when crops are planted,anderepresent,say, weathervariations
during the growing season.We emphasizethat the notion of marketclearingshould
not be taken too literally. For example,it could be that D(pt, e) = V(pt, ｾ ｄ + ｾｾＬ

wherethe secondcomponentｾ ｾ E RN ofe= ＨｾｾＬ ｾ［Ｉ denotesexcesssupply. Whatever
the particularspecificationmight be, we ask:

(*) In general, can producerseventuallylearn to form rational price expectations?

If so, how?
Thesequestionshavea long history in economictheory, and are key issuesstruc-

turing so-called cobweb models [1], [20], [22].1 Those models all fit the following
unifying form: Immediatelyafter market closure in period t price expectationsare
updatedby the rule

that is,
xt+l := (1 - At)xt + Atp(x\e). (3)

Since x t+1 x t + At(pt - xt ), the parameterAt E ]0,1] will naturally be called a
stepsize.It strikesa balancebetweenthe most recentopinion x t and new evidencept

at staget.2 Note that the "learning process"(3) is totally driven by the realizations
e, and requiresvirtually no insight on the part of producersinto the workings or
the structureof the market. To wit, neither the demandcurve D(·, .) nor the ran-
dom mechanismgeneratingthe time series{e} needbe known. Nonetheless,under
reasonableconditionswe shall seethat convergenceto a steadystateobtainsall the
same.

Evidently, (3) defines recursivelya randomprocess.Our interest is with its long
term evolution. Thus, for given initial price prediction XO let the stochasticset w( XO)

lSuch modelswere introduced in the thirties (see [10] for a historical account) and have been
central in economicdynamicsever since.

"Clearly, chosingAt = 0 would be nonsensical.
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containeveryalmostsureclusterpoint of {x t } , and suchpoints only. As usual,w( XO)
is a closedset. If At ---t 0, it will also be connected.The key questions(*) abovecan
now be rephrasedmore precisely:

(*) Will the set w(XO) of accumulationpoints reduceto a collection of singletons?
If so, can convergencebe ascertained? And then: do accumulationpoints embody
rational price expectations?

Below we shall provide reasonableconditionsallowing positive answersto these
questions.Thus we are somewhatat variancewith traditional cobwebmodelswhich
frequently tend to offer a distinctly moregloomy perspective.Indeed,employing

or so-calledadaptiveversions[23]

At == A E ]0,1]'

(4)

(5)

thosemodelsoften featuredivergence.Clearly, the completelymyopic regime(4) can
makefor great instability, but this may also happenunder (5).

Partof our motivationstemsfrom somedissatisfactionwith commonplacecobweb
models comprisingmerely one commodityand ignoring uncertainty. Also, we find
that recentstudiesdisplay quite somepredilectionwith instability [3], evenchaos[8],
[9], and often invoke rather ad hoc functional forms [13], [16], [17], [19]. Additional
motivation, admittedlysubjective,derives from our slightly optimistic view on the
strengthof equilibratingeconomicforces. Reflectingthis view, our approachdiffers in
manyrespectsfrom the receivedliterature. To wit, we demonstratethat the chances
of seeingstable- possiblypathdependent- rationalexpectationsarefairly good in the
long run. Besidesthis featurethe analysisaccommodatesmore than one commodity
and incorporatesgenuinerandomnessat everystage. Also, no assumptionsaremade
about the functional forms S(·,·) and D(-, .). At places, when needed,we shall
merely require that the realized price vector p(x,O be continuous,or continuouly
differentiablein x, and measurablein ｾ Ｎ

The paperis organizedas follows. Section2 collectshypothesesand commentsso
as to justify and explain procedure(3). Section3, which is the heart of the paper,
providesthe convergenceanalysis,and Section4 concludes.

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

It is convenientto collect most hypothesesin one place. (Impatientreaders,looking
for main results,can proceeddirectly to Section3.) We begin with

2.1. Stepsizes. As indicated, (3) is meant to portray grosso modo a learning
process. Clearly, it is not our intention to presenta particularly deepor innovative
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story about adaptationof price forecasts.Nonetheless,as suchour modellingshould
reflect accumulationof producers'experiencesomehow. That is, over time their
marketbehaviorwill presumably"mature" by way of assigningincreasingweight to
opinions synthesizedfrom numerousobservations.To account for such featureswe
naturally posit that

(6)

As said, regimeswith constantstepsize(4), (5) may causedivergence.This can also
happenwhen stepsizesdecreasestoo slowly. Therefore,we shall strengthen(6) by
imposingthe more restrictivecondition

(7)

Although the significanceof (7) appearsdifficult to grasp, it should be intuitively
clear that it contributestowardsavoiding long-run compoundingof errors, and helps
reducingpermanentexposureto risky, extremeoutcomesof e.

In theother directionof (6) and (7), if stepsizesare too small, the rateof learning
may becomeexceedinglyslow. New price evidence,brought by the endogenouspro-
cess{pt} , should not be overlooked,but ratheroffered chancesto havea reasonable
impact. To ensureso let

(8)

In essence,(8) guaranteesthat substantialprogresscan be maintained,even when
far from rational expectations. Indeed, if Ext -+ x, then for remoteenough times
T < T' we have

so that
T'-l

ExT' ｾ ExT + L ａ､ｅｰＨｸＬｾＩ - x].
t=T

Under (8) the last approximateequality is difficult to uphold, or it indicatesa con-
tradiction, unlessEp(x,0 = x. So, broadlyspeaking,(7) and (8) turn (3) into a time
inhomogeneous,adaptive, learning processwhich is most effective initially, which
neverstops,but will dampenout asymptotically.

An important example,verifying (7) and (8), comeswith At = ｴｾＲＮ Then (3) is
simply a recursiveversionof the empiricalmean

t+l X
O+ pO + ... + pt

X = --=---------'=----
t+2 '

aggregatinginitial beliefs and subsequentobservationsinto the predictionformed at
time t + 1.
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2.2. Uncertainty. The random entities ｾ ｯ Ｌ e, ... are all defined on a common
probability space,not madeexplicit here,and they take their values in a fixed mea-
surablespace:=:.For example,ｾ ｯ Ｌ e, ... canbereal-valuedvariablesor vectorsin some
fixed Euclideanspace. We shall not elaborateon their precisenatureor origin, but
we do assumethat they are independent,with a commondistribution fl inducedon

2.3. Prices. We take it that predictedpricesx t as well as their realizedoutcomes
pt all belong to a compactconvex subsetX of the EuclideanspaceRN , the integer
N denotingthe numberof consideredgoods. Typically, X := ｉ ｉ ｾ ］ ｬ ｘ ｮ where Xn :=
[0, xn ] for given upper price levelsxn > O. The compactnessassumptionis crucial in
the analysisbelow. We regardit as innocuousthough. For one thing, one might let
eachupperboundxn equal the total abundancethereis of moneyor numeraire.For
another,compactnesswill naturally comeabout if for all goodsJPn(x,Ofl(dO < X n
wheneverJ'n is sufficiently large.

The initial belief xO E X is arbitrary, being determinedeither by accidentor by
historical factors not discussedhere.

We tacitly assumethat the market clearing condition S(x,p) = D(p,O yields
a unique solution p(x,°E X for every pair (x,°E X x :=:. This assumptionis
mathematicalin nature, but note that p(x,°is simply provided by the market,
acting as a black box, possiblywith hiddenor unknown modeof operation. Anyway,
with stepsizesin [0,1], selectingxO E X implies x t E X for all t.

2.4. The Problem. Above all we seekto arrive at a fixed point x = f(x) of the
mappmg

(9)

which furnishesthe averagerealizedprice. More precisely,we want almost surecon-
vergenceof {x t } towards a fixed point x of this function f. Any such a point x
embodiesrational expectationsin the sensethat

x = Ep(x,O.

To makeour wish realistic we shall assume,in most of the analysis,that f is a well
defined, continuousself-mappingon X. Indeed,it will be so provided the integrand
p(x,°E X is continuousin x and Borel measurablein ｾ Ｎ Then, as is commonly
known, thereexistsat leastonefixed point.

2.5. The Differential Equation. To gain intuition aboutconvergenceproperties
of (3) it helps, for the sakeof the argument,to assumetemporarilythat there is no
uncertainty,or, alternatively,that (3) has beenreplacedby its deterministicversion

(10)
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To grasp the essenceof (10) introducethe function

h(x) := f(x) - x

6

(11)

which indicates the expecteddirection Ep(x,O - x of movementin price beliefs.
Changethe time scale

T-1
TT := L At, X(TT):= XT

t=O

to seethat recursion(10) takeson the form

that is,

X(Tt+d - X(Tt) = h(X(Tt)).
Tt+1 - Tt

Thus, lurking behindthe stochasticdifferencesystem(3) thereis the ordinary differ-
ential equation

､ Ｚ ｾ Ｉ = h(X(T)). (12)

Now the leading idea, central in the theory stochastic approximation [6], is that
stability of the idealized,continuous-timesystem(12) shouldhelp, andat bestsuffice,
to have convergenceof its more realistic, discrete-timecounterpart(3). To pursue
this idea, supposethe vector field h(·), representingexpectedprice dynamics(11),
has unique integral curves

T

<I>(T,XO) := X(T):= XO +Jh(x(.)).

°
Note, by the way, that suchcurvesare viable:

Proposition 1. For any initial point XO a solution of (12) will remain inside the
feasibleset X.

Proof. Simply observethat h(x) belongsto the tangentconeof X at any point
x E X. Thereforeany solution trajectory (integral curve) x(·) of (12) startingwithin
X will remainthereforever, see[4]. 0

The important thing here is that quite a few difficulties are likely to arise when
(10) is usedin placeof its stochasticanalogue(3). Namely, the integral (9) is often
hard or costly to evaluate. Even worse, the distribution It or the function p(.,,)
may very well be unknown. If so, the stochasticmean-valueprocess(3) becomesa
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more natural object than (10). The first presumesmerely the ability to simulate
or record the discrete-timestochasticprocessof independentidentically distributed
vectorseｲｶｾＬ and the possibility to observethe associatedtime seriespt = p(xt,e)
as it evolves.

Next we take up the crucial issueof limiting setsof (3):

Definition 1. A closedsubsetY ｾ X is called internally chain recurrentif for every
point y E Y and every6 > 0, T > 0 thereexistsan integerT, pointsYt E Y, and time
instantsTt 2:: T, for t = 0, ...,T - 1 such that

Iy - Yol < 6; I<I>(Tt, Yt) - Yt+ll < 6 for t = 0, ...,T - 1; Y = YT. 0

Intuitively, all points in such a set Yare periodic up to any accuracy6. A set
J ｾ X is called invariant (underh, i.e., under (12)) if

x E J =} <I>(T, x) E J for all T 2:: o.

A set J ｾ X which is internally chain recurrent,invariant,closed,and connectedwill
simply be called a limit set. A point x E X is namedasymptoticallystable if there
existsan open vicinity V of x (relative to X) such that

lim <1>(T, x) = X
T-tOO

uniformly in x E V.

3. CONVERGENCE

After thesepreparationswe are ready to explore the long term behaviorof (3). We
shall demonstratesomewhatsurprisingassertions,sayingthat convergenceof (3) often
obtainswithout assumptionsaboutglobal asymptoticstability of (12). To isolatekey
argumentswe begin with a fairly abstractresult that postulatesdesirableaymptotic
stability of the expecteddynamics(12):

Theorem 1. (Cobwebconvergencewith any finite numberof commodities)
Supposethat everylimit set of (12) reducesto an isolatedsingleton. Then {x t }

generatedby (3) convergesalmostsurely to a fixed point of f.

Proof. We shall draw heavily on argumentsdue to Beniiim [5]. Observethat (3)
can be rewrittenequivalentlyas
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where et := p(xt,e) - f(x t ). Note that E let ｉｾｯＬ ... ,e- 1
] = O. Thus (3) can be seen

as a discrete-time,stochasticversionof the ordinary differential equation(12). In a
different jargon, (3) is a stochasticapproximationof (12).

Let the stochasticset 'J := w(XO) denotethe so-calledomegalimit set of the se-
quence{xt} generatedby (3). It consistsof all accumulationpointsof {x t

}. Invoking
Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 1.2 of [5], in that order, we obtain that 'J must be
an internally chain recurrent,invariant, closed,connectedset. In other words, 'J is
what we just called a limit set. Since,by assumption,that set reducesto an isolated
singleton,it must, by invariance,be a fixed point of f, and almost sure convergence
is immediate.0

Not all fixed points of f appearequally attractiveas ultimate outcomesof (3).
The asymptoticallystableones seembeing the better candidates. Indeed,granted
non-degeneraterandomnessin (3) one would intuitively guess that unstable fixed
points cannotshowup as asymptoticlimits. More precisely,if x is a linearly unstable
singularpoint (steadystate)of (12), then, for arbitrary xO E X, it presumablyholds
with probability one that x t

--.'+ x. The following result, taken from Lemma2 of [2],
or from Theorem1 of [7], substantiatesthis insight:

Theorem 2. (Non-attainabilityof linearly unstablepoints)
Let x E X be a fixed point of f near which this function is continuouslydiffer-

entiable. Supposex is linearly unstable,that is, the matrix \J h(x) = \J f(x) - 1 has
at least one eigen-valuewith positivereal part. Then for any initial point xO E X it
holds with probability one that xt

--.'+ X provided
(i) 0< liminft-too t '"Y At :S limsuPt-toot'Y At < 00 for someｉ ｅ ｝ ｾ Ｌ 1] ; and
(ii) the covariancematrix Cov(x) .- Ep(x,Op(x,O* is continuousnear x with

clet Cov(x) -I- 0.3 0

Admittedly, the hypothesisof Theorem1 is hard to verify a priori. Thereforewe
offer next somesufficient conditions.

Corollary 1. Suppose(12) admitsa Lyapunovfunction with finitely manyterminal
points, then the conclusionof Theorem1 holds. In particular, if f is continuously
differentiablewith

ofi(x) o!J(x)
OXj ox;

for all i,j = 1, ....., N, then h is the gradient of someLyapunovfunction naturally
called a potential. 0

Thenext resultgoesin thesamedirectionbut hasa better,moreexplicit economic
motivation:

3Here * designatestransposition.
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Corollary 2. (Convergenceunderstrongmonotonicity)
Supposethere is a fixed point x = f(x) E X and a numberS E [0,1[ such that

the following "monotonicitycondition" holds

(J(X)-x,x-x):Ssllx-xI12for all X EX. (13)

Then x is the unique fixed point of f, and {xt} convergesalmost surely to X. In
particular, (13) is satisfiedif f is Lipschitzcontinuouswith moduluss < 1 on X, or
if f is monotonedecreasingthere (s = 0).

Proof. Let L(x):= ｾ Ilx _xI12, and observethat along any solution x(·) of (12)
it holds that

dL(x(T))
dT

(X(T) - X,h(X(T))) = (X(T) - X,f(X(T)) - X - [X(T) - xl)

< (s-I)llx(T)-xI12.

Thus, under (13), L(·) is a Lyapunovfunction for (12), whencethe latter is globally
asymptoticallystable,with limit set reducedto x. The conclusionnow derivesfrom
Theorem1. D

An argumentoffering partial support to (13) goes as follows: The supply Sn =
Sn(x,O of any good n is most likely to increaseif the own price expectationXn
becomesgreater. At the sametime the market clearing condition Dn(p,O = Sn
typically yields a lower own price Pn as more supply Sn is brought onto the market
place. This reasoningindicatesa monotonemapping x --+ Ep(x,O = f(x), i.e., a
strongercondition than (13), namely

(J(X) - f(x')'x - x):S 0 for all x,x' E X.

Admittedly, this argumentignorescrosseffectsstemmingfrom substitutionbetween
variousgoods. It is thereforeincompleteand only suggestivein nature. Surprisingly,
it servesus perfectly well when thereareonly two goods n = 1,2. Assumethen that

[) [) EPn(x,0
-[) fn(x):= [) < 1 for n = 1,2. (14)

Xn Xn

We regard condition (14) as quite reasonableand mnocuous. Indeed, the above
reasoningindicatedthat

[)Pn(X,O < 0
[)x

n
-,

whence,undercontinuousdifferentiability of Pn(x,0 with respectto Xn,
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for each commodity. Evidently, this implies (14), and will suffice for stability as
brought out next:

Theorem 3. (Cobwebconvergencewith two goods)
Supposethere are only two goods n = 1,2 and that (14) holds with Ｘ ｾ ｮ ｦ ｮ Ｈ ｸ Ｉ

continuouson X. Also supposethat (12) has only isolated equilibria. Then {x t }

generatedby (3) convergesalmostsurely to a fixed point of f.

Proof. Becauseof (14) the divergenceof the vector field h(·) (11) is of constant
sign within X :

divh(x)

Hencevia the Bendixon-Poincaretheoryfor two-dimensionalsystems[14] we get that
any limit setof (12) consistsof stationarypoints. The conclusionnow derivesdirectly
from the precedingtheorem. 0

Finally, we concentrateon the traditional, well studiedinstancecomprisingonly
one good.4 Here we shall go so far as to drop the assumptionthat f must be con-
tinuous. Of course,then there is no guranteeany longer that f has a fixed point.
Consequentlywe must acceptto work with a generalizednotion: Let

Genfix(f) := {x t X : lim inf f(x'):S x :S lim sup f(X')}
x 3x'-tx x 3x'-tx

denotethe set of generalizedfixed points of f. Also, we needan additional concept:
;T E X is said to be an oscillation point of h (11) if for every c > 0 one may find
within one of the intervals ]x - c, x[ and lx, x + c[ two points x- and x+ in X such
that h(x-)h(x+) < O. The following generalizesa recentresult of Flam and Horvath
[ll]:

Theorem 4. (Cobwebconvergencewith only onegood)
Supposethere is only one good and that the oscillation points of h (11) form a

nowheredenseset. Then {xt} generatedby (3) convergesalmostsurely to a general-
ized fixed point of f.

4If the setting were deterministiclike (10), one couldrely on "classical" theoremsof Mann [21],
I(rasnoselski[18] and Franksand Marzec [12].
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Proof. This follows from argumentsgiven in [7]. 0

Note that this theoremimplicitely implies that there is at least one generalized
fixed point. Indeed,otherwisethe set mentionedin the theoremwould be empty,and
so we would arrive at the contradictionlimt-too xt E Genfix(f)= 0.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Commoditypricesoftenfluctuatein waysthat cannotbeexplainedsimply by changes
in exogenousvariablesor marketstructure[15]. Much variation tends,of course,to
be purely random. Thus, even producerswho entertainrational price expectations
must confront ups and downs of markets. It appearsthough that adaptivelearning,
of the sort found and advocatedin stochasticapproximationtheory [5], [6], will
largely contributeto stabilizemarketswith productionlags. In particular,our results
indicate that this is likely to happenin simple settingscomprisingonly one or two
goods. For more than two commoditiesthere are possibilities for periodic, even
chaotic price dynamics. However, as brought out here, favorable instances,with
expectedprice dynamicshavingmerely isolatedsingletonsas attractors,yield almost
sureconvergenceto rational expectationsin the long run.
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